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Contemporary Moroccan Cinema 

Part 1 

 
 
Moroccan Arabic transcript: 

 
� :ن�  @?<رة /#;آ:؟ م8!51 س#,%6*5 م, 0,123 �0 /. ا� #,%... +*(, أ&% آ#" ! �

أ&% آ#@<ف م. أ! . اNOJم ا�,E8F*5 م. أ! . اNOJم یC#0 م8KLا وJو یHC<ه%  ا�,E8F*5 یBBB 0#C ا� #,%,  أA:ب

 آ*?Q,< داE%, هHT%توXE YZ%ل ا&?% ا� #,% ا�,E8F*5 آ%&" 0O اJوج دی%�?% و م. CE; اهQ,%م آJ 8*Tن آ%&" و!; ا�8QRة 

ا`BBB , 5*T1 و /#;&% م^8_*. أ�0 ه,% آ%ن /#;ه: 23<ی. 0O ا�^%رج ی% أم% 0O>@3 شBBB :1*O 0 و EJ;ا E0@,3?% اآ\8 

وJو ا`Q*T1?: , اJوZ%ت ی%م% 8O 0O& % و0O J یC#0 اورو0O %E دو�5 اوروBBB 5*E یC#0 وJو /#;ه: BBB ام2%&*%ت أآ\8

ا� #,% وJت م#5XQR /01 یC#0 ,  ا�,0O 5#*C ا� #,%وا!; اJس,%ء,  ا�,C*#5ا!2Q%ر دی%ل وا!; ا�5d*RشT%ب یC#0 م% bE%ش 

/BBB 01 ا�@T%ب وJو اآ\O 8*?% و ث%&0 آ*C3 giX%ون م% E*. ا�g*h أ�0 ه< Z;ی: و ا�g*h أ�0 ه< _;ی; آ%&f ش0 

kم BBB 00 ه��h< ث%&0 ا�lb%ی% أ�0 ه0 ی<م*5 دی%ل ا�,Y,Qh. %&5ی!%_5 أ�0 ه0 یC#0 أ%C*م آNOم% . آ%ی. ا gTZ .,O

�t م<ض<ع دی%ل ا+R%ل ا�@<ارع م\N وا!; ا�R*1: س,*qQ /01 داE% آ%&<ش یC#0 آpb1Q هoاك ا�mib ا�C%دی.%Cی %?b1Qآ 

� وا!; ا�u%ه8ة أ�0 ه0 آ%ی#5 و م2%ن � .*Tاك یo?O 8بF,�ا�kوا دی%ل &g*T /*<ش أ�0 ه< م. أ! . ا�,^0O .*_8 ا

 0#C12: /1*?% یQ*0 !; آQ!%E12,< /01 داQ*و آJه و Ao ار;�اJش*%ء BBB آ%ی. O*1: ث%&0 دی%ل BBB ا�,O w1X3 J 52*6N<ق ا

�t م<اضY أ�0 هRK 0*5 یX& 0#C. م% آ#O8C<ه%%C*0 آ#Cء ی%l*T�  . ا

 
 
English translation: 

 
N: I want to ask you… Alright, can you talk about the cinema, a famous cinematographic 
period? 
B: Oh, Moroccan cinema—I mean, in my opinion, some of the best Moroccan movies are 
the most recent ones because lately they have started to give it more attention. At some 
point, the Moroccan cinema reached its best and then it sort of declined. Nowadays they 
give it more attention, and you’ve got to go and see a Moroccan movie. We have some 
directors who have had training abroad and mostly in places like France or any other 
European country and where there are more possibilities. Most of them are young—I 
mean, it’s no longer dominated by a certain group or certain names in the cinema. 
Cinema became more open and the youth have become more interested in it. Also, now 
there is collaboration between the old and young generation, which is something good. 
There are movies that focus on the daily matters in the society. Before there wasn’t such 
a thing, and now one could find some real stories [in films] or stories about children on 
the streets. For instance there is a movie called “Ali Zawa” by Nabil Ayouch, who is one 
of the best directors in Morocco. It shows you an issue that’s present but no one talks 
about. Also, now the movies have started to talk about these things. There is another 

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


movie called “The Angles don’t fly over Casablanca,” which talks about issues that are 
hidden and that we do not know about. 
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